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I don't For example, Oracle can throw in U.S. $1 million credit for use with public Cloud PaaS when signing a large enterprise database license deal, Perry said Oracle will enter the PaaS market in a busy time and will compete with the likes of Microsoft Azure, VMware Cloud Foundry and Amazon Web Services, but there is room for several players in PaaS because tipping points will not come to 2016,
when more than half of all spending on applications takes place in the cloud, according to analyst Ray Wang-Sisi of Research Group. Constellation estimates that overall spending on public cloud services will grow from $28.2 billion in 2011 to $80.1 billion in 2016, a figure that includes everything from infrastructure to applications, according to Wang. I think it's important for them to compete at the expense,
Wang said of Oracle, their standards must be Azure, even if they don't go like that. If Oracle wants a solid developer ecosystem for its public cloud, it will have to provide those developers with an attractive revenue model, Wang added, but Oracle Public Cloud may suffer from a lack of glitz in the view of Forrester, vice president of research and principal analyst John Reimer. If you look at the work they've
done, there's nothing groundbreaking here. It's a credible proposal but I don't see it going to create a whole lot of business. Oracle's main public cloud role is to provide the delivery and support of Java based on most Oracle applications, Oracle itself, Reimer said that what they do in PaaS is strictly for SaaS customization, it's really about offering SaaS industrial solutions and providing Java cloud
environments to do customization. For this reason, Reimer does not expect Oracle to make serious efforts to price out the likes of Azure, with high-level business value deals here linked to SaaS, said Chris Kanaracus, covering corporate software and general breaking news technology for news service IDG. Chris's email address is Chris_Kanaracus@idg.com copyright © 2012 IDG Communications, Inc.
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